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Music is a very important thing. It's a way to express emotions, I personally hear a lot of music. It's my secret to my energy. Even I listen to music while writing messages for you guys. So let's move on to our theme Basic Audio Amplifier with Transistor (IRF-44N N-Channel MOSFET). Things needed for an audio amp: Watch a YouTube video to create a
simple basic audio amplifier: Here's a video from the creative creator watch it and you'll understand everything. How does the audio circuit amplifier work? The scheme works in the basic concept of transistors. Low-frequency beeps came from Audible devices. This signal is too low to hear from the speaker. One transistor is used here, so that means it can
only give a mono output. If you need a Sterio outlet, you should use 2 IRF-44N N-Channel MOSFETS. Suppose we're talking about a left signal. The left signal has 2 wires one left wire signal and the other GND. The GND wire is the same for both left and right channels. But the channel wire is different for different channels. The signal wire enters the contact
gate of the Transistor. The transistor is now on and off for later frequencies. For this, the voltage of Transistor's Drain and Source is different. To do this, small signals will be amplified. And bandwidth will also be high. Now we hear a loud sound from the speaker. Steps to create a chain: Here are some photos to create a chain. I made a simple basic audio
circuit amplifier in the PCB in order to make the circuit as simple as possible. You can also do the scheme in the breadboard. But there may be free communication so I directly Soldered all the components. Thus, there will be no free communication.  Circuit diagram: Here are the complete diagrams of a simple audio amplifier. Notes: This is a simple scheme.
So there are some flaws in the scheme. That's why this scheme is not for practical applications. There is no noise pressure in the chain. So you'll find an extra buzzing noise in the amplifier. This amplifier can give you audible sound, but not too much loud sound. It's a Mono amplifier. You can do it stereo by simply using the same different circuitry. There is
too much loss in the chain.  It's not energy efficient. So currently home theaters and other music systems use a Class D amplifier. The main and popular Class D amplifier is the PAM8403. It can manage 2, 5W speakers with ease. It can give a maximum of 10W outputs. And the main thing is that the board does not need high voltage. It can work with power
from 3v to 5V. It's great for portable Bluetooth speaker systems. But in general, it is a great scheme for the amateur. They can practice circuits for fun. You can also read another article about connected but not charging. 5 Fast audio amplifier. A simple audio chain amplifier using a single Mosfet for mobile devices. This circuit scheme is a very simple and
powerful audio amplifier for listening to audio from any mobile or laptop. The design of this small audio amplifier is very easy and it is very simple. Use a heat sink with Mosfet. This scheme works well with 6-9 V power. Read also: Switch on time delay time timer Hello, My name is Aman Bharti, I'm interested in creating and studying electronics, circuitry, PCB
design and layout etc. I try to provide any chain details deeply with test results as possible. If you want to give a suggestion or comment on anything, please leave your comment in the page's comment box. An audio amplifier is a device that is capable of force of the week signals to drive the speaker. In this Instructable I'll instruct you to make your own
simple audio amplifier using MOSFET and fewer components. Transistor I used this IRF-44, which is Mosfet.For more information visit Electronics Projects HubIRF-44 Transistor - 1 Banggood Speaker - 1 Banggood 100uF Capacitors - 1 Bang Hood1K Resist - 1 Banggood Breadboard - 1 Banggood 3.5 mm Audio You need to build your own simple audio
amplifier with MOSFET. During the next steps, however, I will give you some additional information to make the project even easier. Here you can find the diagram on the board. You can see my traces of the board and it's easy to understand by doing. Place all the components on the board according to the scheme. The scheme is attached, you can
download. AppsFET AMP.pdfIt's all the guys you've done it. Feel free to comment. For more projects and tutorials subscribe to my YouTube channel Click here Visit my website Electronics Projects Hub MOSFET based on amplifiers as we all know are outstanding with their sound qualities and they can easily beat the performance of other colleagues based
on the power of transistors or linear ICs.Why use Mosfets in amplifiersAmplifiers based on Mosfegs is not always easy to design or do. Moreover, after the prototype is assembled, testing to perfection is always a problem with new electronic amateurs. You may have come across many hi-fi complex Mosfet amplifier designs, but you may not have dared to do
so just because of the above reasons. The simple scheme of the Mosfet amplifier scheme is super easy to assemble and yet will provide you with a crystal clear 100 W raw music power that all listeners will cherish for a long time. The idea was developed a long time ago Hitachi still remains one of the favorite designs of all time, given the involved simplicity
vs. quality. As an amplifier amplifier to FunctionLooking in the picture we can understand the diagram with the following points: Involved simplicity also certainly means that some of the ideal features of the chain have been sacrificed in design, for example, it does not have a permanent source of current for the differential amplifier at the amplifier input stage.
But it doesn't have a major impact on the design at all. The differential amplifier ensures that the input is sufficiently amplified to some reasonable levels suitable for feeding the next stage of the driver. The driver stage consists of a well-balanced high-voltage transistor stage, which is necessarily arranged for driving a weekend mosfet. The pot, located
between two sections of the driver stage, is used to set up a quiet current chain. The output stage is a common push to pull the type of Mosfet stage, which finally provides a boost to the fed low signal music in a 100 watt pounding music over the 8 ohm speaker. The parts shown may be out of date today, so they can be replaced as follows: the differential
transistor can be replaced by BC556. Driver transistors can be replaced with MJE350/MJE340. Mosfets can be replaced by 2SJ162/2SK1058 The following chart is the original design from Hitachi, see a pre-installed scheme to create a quiet current. You have to adjust this presets to set the quiet current to zero before you plug in the speaker. I changed the
above design by adding a pair of 1N4148 diodes instead of preinstalled. This eliminates pre-installed adjustments and allows the user to switch directly to a plug-in amplifier. Parts ListResistorsAll resistors are 1/4 watt, CFR 5%, unless otherwise stated.100 Ohm = 7nos100k = 1no47k = 1no5.1k = 2nos62k = 1no22k = 1no2.2k = 1no12k = 1no1k = 1no4.7
ohm = 1no0.2 ohm / 5 watts = 4nosCapacitorsAll capacitors must be minimum 100V rated1uF = 1no Electrolytic100uF = 3nos Electrolytic15pF = 1no Polyester30pF = 1no Polyester0.22uF = 3nos Polyester0.0068uF = 1no PolyesterSemiconductorsQ1, Q2 = BC546Q3 = MJE350Q4, Q5 = MJE340Q6, Q7 = 2SK1058Q8, Q9 = 2SJ1621N4148 =
2nosMiscInductor = 1uH, 20 turns of close wound 1mm super enameled copper wire, with 10mm diameter (air core)Note: The resistor, and capacitor values are not critical, slight up and down will do, and will not cause any harm to the performance of the amplifierParts, PCB Images and Prototype1) The first image shows the PCB which was used for the 100
watt mosfet amplifier circuit project2) The second pic shows the soldered portion of the assembled circuit.3) The third pic illustrates the components side of the assembled board4) The fourth image relates with a few of the components involved with the the circuit making.5) The fifth figure witness speakers, which was used to test the amplifier with an amazing
level of clarity and Power power :p I used only a pair of mosfets that could generate power over 100 watt RMS, connecting more rooms in parallel could easily allow this chain to cross over the 1000 watt mark. If you are going to buy a ready-made power amplifier for your home, I would suggest you are building this instead and being the proud owner of this
outstanding home built power amplifier unit that probably has served you for years. The design that I builtThe chain that I tested was taken from eeweb, and the chart is shown below. It's similar to the aforementioned original design from Hitachi. However, as this is the one I experienced, I would recommend you go with this. Circuit scheme with enlarged part
of the ValuesPCB track, and component layout ChartsCrediting to the original CreatorPCB Dimensions 120 mm x 78 mm I am an electronic engineer (dipIETE ), amateur, inventor, schematic/PCB designer, manufacturer. I am also the founder of a website: where I love to share my innovative chain ideas and tutorials. If you have any schemes related to the
request, you can interact through the comments, I will be very happy to help! This article lists the different types of audio amplifier schemes using Mosfet. We tested all these schemes in our lab, and we found that they were all done satisfactorily. What is the Mosfet amplifier? Mosfet is a 3 terminal semiconductor device used in a wide range of electronic
circuits. It works like JFET, but has less current leakage due to oxide insulation between conductors. Mosfet is a good choice for creating linear amplifiers because of its lower load, and any amplifier made with it is called the Mosfet amplifier. These amplifiers have a wide range of applications, they can be used in many schemes. Note: This article will be
amended with newer versions of Mosfet amplifier schemes in the future; We will announce new additions to our homepage. This article contains the following list of amplifier schemes using Mosfet. List of pistes 1. 18 W Mosfet Amplifier 2. 10 Watt Mosfet Audio Amplifier 3. 50 Watt Mosfet Chain Amplifier 1. 18 W Mosfet Audio Amplifier Description This
scheme is an audio amplifier capable of providing decent power output power with minimal no: parts, with significant sound quality. The amplifier uses only one transistor and two MOSFETs and several resistors and capacitors in the shunt feedback scheme. This tiny chain can deliver a whopping 18Watts in 8 Ohm speaker or 30W in 4 Ohm speaker. To get
such good performance and stability from multiple components, high quality well-regulated DC power supply is needed. This is very important for reducing noise and getting constant power at different loads. A good voltage regulator capable of providing more than 2 amps and 40V, can be used. You can expect such a power design very soon here in the
Nutrition section. Tips. Collect the board on a good quality PCB. Use a pre-installed tone control board before this amp to get better performance. If you don't want to, then no problem because this amplifier circuit has quite a kick with in it. R1.................. 2K2 1/4W Resistance R2.................. 27K 1/4W Resistance R3,R4............. 2K2 1/2W Trimmers
R5.................. 100R 1/4W Resistance R6.................. 1K 1/4W Resistance R7,R8........... Resistance resistance 0.330R 1/4W simple mosfet amplifier circuit diagram. simple mosfet audio amplifier circuit. simple mosfet power amplifier circuit
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